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Adaptive Reuse:
PROCEED WITH CAUTION



Learning Objectives

• Understand why adaptive reuse of 
non-lab to lab is beneficial

• Explain why science buildings and their 
spaces are different

• Describe lessons learned and 
challenges of adaptive reuse for science

• Share research helpful in the evaluation 
of existing facilities



Agenda

1. I2SL/UKSPA Collaboration

2. Why Adaptive Reuse

3. ESG Goals

4. Why Labs are Different

5. Vertex – Story and Process

The increasing demand for science space, the 
current vacancy of non-lab space, and the 
goal of sustainable facilities are all driving 
interest in adaptive reuse for science in the 
hottest life science markets. In this 
presentation, we will highlight the 
sustainability benefits of adaptive reuse and 
explain why careful planning is needed to 
ensure that these projects are successful.



UKSPA 
UKSPA promotes, represents and supports Science 
Parks, Incubators, Innovation Centers and other 
areas of Innovation in the United Kingdom and 
beyond.

Breakthrough Magazine
Quarterly magazine of UKSPA (United Kingdom Science 
Park Association)

I2SL has a regular series of articles



• Overall Lab vacancy rate of the top 12 life sciences markets decreased to 5.2%, at or near historic lows.
• Average lab asking rent grew by 5.8% quarter over quarter to $54.77 per square foot 

The Market Says 
“Adaptive Reuse 
Makes Sense”

Executive Summary

U.S. life sciences employment increased by 5.5% in Q2 
2022, above its three-year average growth rate of 4.6%.  
The Biotech R&D sector had record 13.5% job growth.

Life sciences VC funding decreased by 13.3% to $5.8 billion 
in Q2 but was greater than any other Q2 level prior to 2021.

Despite caution by small and mid-sized companies, Big 
Pharma continued to gobble up space across the U.S.  With 
continued demand, the lab vacancy rate of the top 12 U.S. 
life sciences markets fell by 10 basis points in Q2 to 5.2%.

CBRE Research

Average lab asking rent of the top 12 markets increased by 
5.8% quarter-over-quarter to $54.77 per sq. ft. NNN.

Total under-construction lab space increased by more 
than 2 million sq. ft. quarter-over-quarter to 31.3 million sq. 
ft. Nearly 29 million sq. ft. of the total was speculative 
development that was 31% preleased as of Q2, 2022.

2022 Lab Vacancy and Asking Rents



Pivot to Science

The adaptive re-use of existing non-science  buildings to 
support research and development requires thoughtful 
consideration and modification of  building systems to 
achieve the higher performance requirements for science.

Science buildings require strategies to manage chemical 
and biological materials, structural systems that reduce 
vibration, while allowing more space for ducted ventilation 
and HVAC equipment to exhaust air for safety, more 
robust normal and standby power to support scientific 
equipment, along with utility yards, and more loading dock 
space for hazardous materials arrival and removal.

0-3% Vacancy
Vacancy rate for science-ready facilities in the San  
Francisco Bay Area. An unprecedented demand for 
science and availability of non-science space is driving the 
need to adapt existing infrastructure  to science.

“With rising costs of construction and inflation, 
we’re seeing increased competition for 
existing lab space and developers delivering 
more warm shells as tenants pursue cost-
effective strategies”
- CBRE Vice Chairman, Dino Perazzo.  August 2022



ESG Goals
Environmental, Social and Governance

TOP ESG ISSUES FOR INVESTORS:

1. Energy-Saving/Net-Zero Goals are the New Normal

2. Gap Between Green and Brown Lease Rates is Widening

3. Green Construction Materials are Available and Viable

4. Regulatory Requirements will Continue to Tighten

5. Risk and Cost Management Enhance Resilience

6. Health & Wellness Influences Design and Operation

7. Corporate Social Responsibility is Good Governance

8. Benchmarking and Reporting will be Essential

9. Technology is Critical to Achieving ESG Goals

|   Research
A Turning Point for ESG



Proceed with Caution

The urgency for an organization to start their 
research in a new facility, combined with the 
schedule benefit of starting with an existing 
structure, is a clear advantage for adaptive reuse.  
Renovating also often eliminates the need for 
lengthy environmental, regulatory, planning, and 
zoning approvals that can add months to a project 
schedule.

The reduction in use of materials, combined with 
shorter project durations, results in reduced costs 
for design and construction.  Also, existing facilities 
are more likely to be located within a prime 
scientific community.

CHALLENGES

– Must Assess Suitability to Science Programs

– May Require Significant Upgrades

– Existing Hidden / Unknown Conditions

– If Occupied, May Require Interim Moves

– May be Out of Code Compliance

– May Limit Expansion / Flexibility

ADVANTAGES

+ Fewer Design Variables, Accelerated Decisions

+ Location / Proximity in Prime Markets

+ Faster to Occupy

+ Less Costly than New Construction

+ Sustainability - Reuse of Resources



Is Your Building
Suitable for Conversion 
Life Sciences?
Market Dynamics

The demand for life sciences facilities has grown substantially in
recent years. Leasing activity has accelerated, and the life sciences
market is the tightest it has ever been in terms of vacancy and
availability. This is pushing lease rates to an all-time high and
encouraging the surge of new and conversion development in the
market.

Approach to Evaluating Conversion Opportunities

The ability to successfully convert existing office and industrial
spaces depends on a variety of factors. Conducting a thorough site
evaluation and review of existing drawings and other documentation
is essential.

Building Fundamentals
PROPERTY SUITABILITY

Confirm that the subject property is zoned for laboratory use and has the
necessary planning entitlements in place. Parking requirements and any
local building height, noise, or other use requirements should be checked.

CODE COMPLIANCE

Life sciences facilities have specific requirements with respect to life 
safety, fire protection, and management of chemicals and hazardous 
materials. Conversion cost will be impacted by extent of fire rated 
partitions and shafts needed.

FLOOR PLATES

Floor plans allowing multi-bay open labs with column spacing between 
10 and 12 feet is preferred. Floor plan assessment should reflect that lab 
buildings need more space for mechanical/electrical/plumbing (MEP) 
equipment and larger shafts for distribution of MEP services.

FLOOR-TO-FLOOR HEIGHT

Laboratories ideally have a 10’ ceiling with 4’ or more clear height above 
the ceiling for MEP system infrastructure. Where height is an issue, 
alternate MEP design approaches can be considered, though these may 
impact maintainability or available rentable square footage.

FLOOR AND ROOF DESIGN

Laboratory floor load design criteria is significantly higher than standard 
office floor load design criteria. Investment needed to upgrade an existing 
structure will vary significantly based on existing conditions and specific 
target design criteria.

BUILDING SERVICES

Loading dock(s), service elevator(s), and utility yards are typical 
requirements that need to be expanded or provided to support laboratory 
occupancy. Location in the facility to achieve proper material and waste 
flows is also important.

HVAC

Upgrades typically needed to meet laboratory requirements such as 100%
outside air, fume hood exhaust, 6 to 12 air changes an hour, and equipment
redundancy.

ELECTRICAL

Upgrades typically needed to meet laboratory requirements for both 
normal power service and emergency power. Central or local UPS, 
isolated grounding, or other special provisions for lab equipment may be 
required.

PIPING/PLUMBING

Wet labs require a separate lab waste system, including under slab 
piping for ground floor labs on grade. Central systems for purified water,
compressed air, or vacuum may be required and space may be needed on 
the floor plan to house specialty lab gas systems.

TECHNOLOGY

Compared to office only facilities, laboratories typically require 
enhanced provisions for services such as data/networking, security, 
and building automation.

Checklist – Why Are Labs Different?

Building Systems

STRUCTURE

Building structures often require reinforcement / stiffening in order to
accommodate equipment sensitive to vibration. Typical office buildings
are designed to 16Kmips while labs typically require 4Kmips or less.



Location and Zoning

Change of Use.  While conversions from B-Occupancy 
office to B-Occupancy science functions are the most 
common and straightforward, other occupancy 
classifications such as high-rise office buildings, 
warehouses, or retail spaces may require more significant 
modifications.

Exterior Modifications
Adding tall HVAC equipment to rooftops, large 
electrical equipment, or bulk process utilities 
expanding utility yards at grade may require 
additional approvals from local planning departments.



Key Elements to Consider:
• Materials Receiving / Staging / Storage Areas
• Hazardous Waste Bulk Disposal Storage
• Effluent Decontamination System
• Central Gas Manifold & House Gas Systems
• DI/RO Water Skid
• Service / Freight Elevators

Site and Service
It is crucial to understand how the building will be serviced 
both from an ongoing  maintenance perspective and from 
the high volume of goods, chemicals, and samples that 
move through the building.

Loading Dock and Utility Yard. Science facilities 
require additional space to receive, store, distribute, and 
dispose of hazardous materials. This space often needs to 
be separate from the shipping and receiving of normal 
office supplies and may require a specially designed 
storage area to protect building occupants.

Service Elevator. It’s good practice to have a separate 
elevator for delivery and removal of hazardous materials.

Materials Supply:
• Hazardous Materials
• Process Utilities
• Animals
• Consumables

Materials Waste:
• Solvent Waste
• Biological Waste
• Office Waste

People:
• Staff
• Vendors
• Visitors



Hazardous Materials 
& Code Compliance

Science facilities must prioritize health and safety of the 
occupants.

Hazardous Materials:  The allowable limit of hazardous 
materials decreases as buildings get taller, which may 
restrict certain types of research.

In California Only, an L-Occupancy for Lab use provide 
greater flexibility in use, although requires upgrades to the 
HVAC, electrical, and some architectural systems.

Maximum Allowable Quantities
Management of Hazardous materials in research 
facilities requires careful consideration of building 
performance and building code requirements.

L-Occupancy, 
California Only



Pollen

Structural Systems
Floor-to-Floor Height:  Increased air circulation and exhaust 
requires larger and more extensive ductwork. Good practice for 
science buildings is between 14 feet and 16 feet floor-to-floor.

Column Spacing:  Accommodating large scientific equipment 
at the bench with safe space in between benches requires an 11-foot 
column spacing, while offices typically have only 10-feet.

Floor and Roof Loads:  Common building structures are 
designed to code minimum of 50 psf or 80 psf.  Good practice for 
science buildings is 100 psf plus live load of scientific equipment.

Vibration:  Scientific equipment requires controlled structural 
vibration measured in micro-inches per second (mips).
• Most office buildings designed for 8,000 – 16,000 mips.
• Typical science buildings aim for 4,000 mips or lower.
• Certain devices, such as electron microscopes, requires 250 mips.

—Gensler Research Institute, Adaptability in Life Science Design

4,000 MIPS
Is the most common structural 
vibration performance criteria 
used for research labs Electron Microscope

250 MIPS super quiet
Resolution typically 1nm-20nm

1nm is 1/billionth of a meter
1/thousandth width of a hair 20um

10’-0”

5’-0”

10’-0” Module Common in Office

11’-0” Module Needed for Science



Optimal Space Ratios

Lab : Office Ratio.  The amount of lab as compared to 
office space has started to trend upward to develop the 
more high-value lab space on-site while the non-lab and 
office spaces transition to more variety and off-site work.  
The Lab : Office ratio usually falls between 50:50 and 
70:30.  This ratio varies based on the type of science and 
the organizations’ culture.

Efficiency.  New buildings can typically be optimized to 
achieve higher net-to-gross floor efficiencies.  Existing 
buildings, however, often have conditions and constraints 
that result in lower efficiency.  High-rise buildings also 
typically have lower efficiency due to amount of core 
circulation space.

60:40
60% lab space is 
common, with this
number growing to 
expand science use

65%
Typical planning 
efficiency of 
occupied vs 
non-occupied space

Laboratory
35%

Office+Amenity
30%

Lab Support
35%

2020?

2010

2000

1990

1980

Laboratory
30%

Office+Amenity
40%

Lab Support
30%

Laboratory
25%

Office+Amenity
50%

Lab Support
25%

Laboratory
35%

Office+Amenity
40%

Lab Support
25%

Laboratory
50%

Office+Amenity
30%

Lab Support
20%

60% Lab 40% Office



Ventilation Systems

Balancing Safety and Sustainability:  The amount 
and type of ventilation necessary will vary based on the 
type of lab use and risk involved. Typical biology and 
chemistry labs require all air be exhausted and not 
recirculated, placing higher demand on heating and cooling 
infrastructure. Robust and complex ventilation is required 
for safety and cleanliness.

Typical Lab to Office Ratio

ACH Air Changes/Hour
Environmental Health & Safety teams in 
organizations balance the amount of fresh air 
provided for safety with the energy use and 
cost of providing this air.

50% Lab
50% Office

Labs 
2000

Labs 
2010

6 ACH

8 ACH

10 ACH

12 ACH

More Dry /
Computational

Post-Pandemic –
Higher Lab Ratios

Labs 
2020

Labs 2030?

70% Lab
30% Office

60% Lab
40% Office
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Electrical Systems
Main Electrical Service: Additional ventilation systems 
and scientific equipment often requires more power than 
existing buildings have available and upgrades to electrical 
service likely requires involvement from the city or utility 
providers, which can increase costs and extend schedules.

Standby Power Generator: Typically required to 
protect safety, ongoing research, and sensitive products, a 
new generator may also consume onsite landscaping or 
parking spaces and require special permitting.

All-Electric Buildings: Many jurisdictions are adopting 
Reach Codes to encourage clean air and renewable energy 
initiatives. The elimination of natural gas in buildings and 
increasing demand for electric vehicle charging stations 
may further increase a building’s overall power needs.

40%
Of landlords provided  
generation backup for  
tenants use - averaging  
between 4-5 W/sf

Power Density (Watts per Square Foot)

Commercial Office Labs

Electric/Gas All-Electric Electric/Gas All-Electric

10-15 W/sf 15-20 W/sf 15-25W/sf 25-30W/sf

CBRE + Altus Power



Quick Intro: 
Vertex

We are a global biotechnology company 
that invests in scientific innovation to 
create transformative medicines for 
people with serious diseases.

Major lab sites in
• Boston, MA (global HQ)
• San Diego, CA
• Oxford, UK



Sustainability at 
Vertex Pharmaceuticals

Significant focus on sustainability

• New bldg. tracking to LEED platinum
• Successful GHG reductions
• Several solar arrays
• Energy projects under way

Company growth means more lab space 
is needed



Case Study:
Fan Pier

Boston HQ: 
• 2 high-rise buildings
• 10 years old
• 1.1 million gsf

Increased demand for lab space
Reduced demand for office space

Can we convert office floors to lab use?

Systematic approach:
• Code consultants
• Engineering consultants

16 Mechanical

15 Office
14 Office
13 Office
12 Office
11 Office
10 Office
9 Office (w/ 1 lab)

8
Mechanical 
(AHUs)

7 Lab/office

6 Lab/office

5 Lab/office

4 Lab/office

3 Lab/office

2 Lab/office

1 Retail etc

Change
to Lab? Vertex 1Vertex 2



Engineering 
Assessment

• System by system go/no-go
• “Traffic lights” useful for communicating 

with leadership
• Overall feasible from a systems standpoint

Recommendations:
• Use data analytics for operating info where 

possible
• Involve facilities staff with working system 

knowledge
• Be concrete about program needs
• Ask consultant for enough info to get ROM 

cost estimate

Surprise Discoveries:
• Electric company has incorrect meter labels
• One floor originally designed for lab airflows

Discipline System
Go / 

No-Go Comments
10 11

HVAC

AHU capacity Sufficient capacity exists.

Duct sizing (supply and 
exhaust)

10th floor sized for lab space; 11th needs to be resized.

H room exhaust New exhaust ducts and fans for H rooms.

HW, CHW, condenser 
water pipe mains

Mains are of sufficient size.

Electrical

Normal power SWBD/busway capacity OK; new feeders from existing lab 
normal power busways

Optional standby power SWBD capacity OK; add new feeders but check peak loads 
on OSP busways.

Plumbing / 
Lab Utilities

Lab waste and vent Connect to existing at 8M. Avoid wet labs & sinks above 9th

floor auditorium.

Lab vacuum Extend from 8M. Capacity should be OK.

Compressed air Extend from 8/8M. Capacity should be OK.

Nitrogen Extend from 9.

CO2 Extend piping from 8M. May need to increase CO2
deliveries.

Non-domestic water, 
tempered water, HW

Existing pressure is OK; can extend riser up from 9.

RO water Extend existing system to 10/11.

Solvent waste Collect locally in containers as for most lab floors.

Oxygen gas Add standalone manifolds if needed.

Fire 
Protection

Sprinkler systems Minor changes to branch sizes and sprinkler heads.

Special fire suppression 
systems

H rooms will need suppression systems as on lower floors.



Summary

1. Define the Programmatic and 
Performance Requirements for Project

2. Perform Detailed Assessment of 
Existing Facilities

3. Create a Basis of Design or Gap 
Analysis to Define the Scope of 
Renovation

Prioritize decision-making / analysis efforts 
on questionable scopes of work.

High Impact
Low Cost

Easy YES

High Impact
High Cost

Maybe?

Low Impact
Low Cost

Maybe?

Low Impact
High Cost

Easy NO

Cost
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1
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Questions?

David Bendet, AIA, LEED AP BD+C

President, I2SL NorCal Chapter
Director, Life Sciences
CBRE  |  Project Management
(415) 772-0280
David.Bendet@cbre.com

Alison Farmer, PhD

Secretary of the Board, I2SL
Associate Director, Global Engineering
Vertex Pharmaceuticals
(646) 823-5242
Alison_Farmer@vrtx.com
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